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welCOme tO baltiCshOp! 

Christmas is the time of the year that tends 
to awaken the child in every one of us. In the 
warmth of family get-togethers, the spirit of 
giving, and holiday cheer we are ready to believe 
in miracles. And they never fail to come. We hope 
that BalticShop’s smaller miracles will help you 
create the big one.

As always, you can order these and other items 
by phone or online. For our complete catalogue 
please go to www.balticshop.com. We are sure 
you will find many things that will bring cheer to 
you and your loved ones.

Peace and Joy to you this Holiday Season!
Your friends at BalticShop. 
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For Kids: 
1.  ear Flap hat Cross of Crosses, wool, LV, #6126, $22; scarf with animal motif, wool, width 5”, length 2-1/2”, LV, 

#6127, $18; sweater Grey on white, wool, sizes: 32”-36”-40”-44”-46”-48”, LV, #6125, $55
2.  ear Flap hat Cross of Crosses, wool, LV, #6128, $22; scarf with traditional latvian motif, wool, width 5-1/2”, 

length 3-1/2”, LV, #6129, $18; sweater white on blue, wool, sizes: 32”-36”-40”-44”-46”-48”, LV, #6130, $55

Cover:
1.  striped scarf Violet and Green, 80% wool, 20% acrylic, 

width 16”, length 6-1/2 feet, LV, #6122, $50
2.  scarf in purple hues, 80% wool, 20% acrylic, width 12”, 

length 6”, LV, #6123, $65
3.  scarf in red and Yellow, 80% wool, 20% acrylic, width 16”, 

length 7”, LV, #6121, $501
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https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6126
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6127
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6125
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6128
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6129
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6130
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6122
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6121
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6123
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6122
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6123
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6121
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handcrafted SILVER JEWELRY COLLECTIONS

handcrafted AMBER JEWELRY

GIFTS

GIFTS FOR HER

GIFTS FOR HIM

KNITWEAR

SPORTSWEAR and SOUVENIRS

CHRISTMAS TREATS

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

BOOKS FOR KIDS

GIFTS FOR KIDS

Lithuanian BOOKS & CD

Estonian BOOKS & CD

Latvian BOOKS 

Latvian CD & DVD

REFERENCE BOOKS, CALENDARS & XMAS CARDS

https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6146
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6147


raimOnDs narUnOVsKis COlleCtiOn

1. līgava ring (Latvian Engagement ring), 14K gold, width 1/4”, LV, #753, size 5.5-9 is $790, size 9.5-11 is $870
2. Charm earrings with latvian symbols, 14K gold, length 1”, width 5/8”, LV, #2615, $430
3. līgava ring (Latvian Engagement ring), width 1/2”, LV, #1875, $80
4. Charm earrings with latvian symbols, length 1”, width 5/8”, LV, #1872, $54
5. māras Krusts (Cross of Crosses) Pendant with cubic zirconia, length 1-1/2”, 
 width 1-1/2”, LV, #6034, $105
6. māras Krusts (Cross of Crosses) Pendant with ornaments, length 1-1/2”, 
 width 1-1/2”, LV, #6035, $100
7. silver earrings with Coral Charms, length 1”, width 5/8”, LV, #6030, $55
8. silver earrings with pearl Charms, length 1”, width 5/8”, LV, #6031, $55
9. bracelet with sun motif, width 1”, LV, #6093, $350 
10. Oval amber ring with double crown, width of face 3/4”, LV, #6037, $105
11. namejs style earrings, length: 1-3/8”, width 3/4”, LV, #1887, $98
12. namejs style necklace, width of face 1/4”, LV, #1869, $370
13. silver namejs ring with 14K Gold Bridge, width of face 1/3”, LV, 
 #6036, size 5.5-8 is $115, size 8.5-11 is $135, size 11.5-14 is $150,
14. Double namejs ring, width of face 3/8”, LV, #1871, $115
15. silver earrings with namejs motif, diameter 5/8”, LV, #1874, $80
16. Charm bracelet with traditional latvian symbols, LV, #6032, $110
17. Charm necklace with traditional latvian symbols, LV, #6033, $170
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Amber and 
Copper  
Collection 
1.   triangular amber and brass 

necklace, width of 
braid 3”, LV, #6124, $85

2.  bow-shaped amber and 
brass necklace, width of 
braid 1”, LV, #6131, $65

3.  amber and Copper earrings, 
length 1-1/2”, width 3/4”, 
LV, #6133, $26

4.  round amber and brass 
necklace, width of braid 
3/4”, LV, #6132, $60

5.  amber and brass bracelet, 
width 3/4”, length 7”, 
LV, #6134, $40

4
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BalticShop presents a more 
unusual combination that’s 

bound to become a trend-setter: 
amber and copper.

https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6124
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6131
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6133
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6132
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6134
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=753
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=2615


JewelrY
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Raimonds Narunovskis Collection
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https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=1875
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=1872
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6034
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6035
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6030
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6031
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6093
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6037
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=1887
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6036
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=1869
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=1871
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=1874
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6032
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6033
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Edgars Skulte collection:

silVer JewelrY

1. latvian earrings with 
symbols of protection, 
diameter 5/8”, #6080, $55

3. waterbird earrings, 
length 1/2”, width 
1-1/4”, #6083, $60

2. round sun earrings, 
diameter 1”, 
#6082, $70

4. modern sun 
earrings, diameter 
7/8”, #6084, $78

7. modern sun Cuff-links, 
diameter 5/8”, #6085, $160

5. sun-Cross earrings, 
diameter 7/8”, #6087, $75

9. modern sun ring, 
width of face 1/2”, 
#6086, $75

8. sun-Cross bracelet, diameter 7/8”, #6089, $220

6. sun-Cross ring, 
diameter 7/8”, 
#6088, $75

10. shield ring with magic 
lielvarde symbols, width 
of face 5/8”, length of 
face 1-1/4”, #6090, $55

12. latvian pendant 
with symbols of 
protection, diameter 
5/8”, #6081, $35

11. sword ring, 
width of face 5/8”, 
#6091, $60

13. pendant with 
protection symbols, 
diameter 3/4”, 
#6092, $35

https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6080
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6082
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6083
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6084
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6087
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6088
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6085
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6089
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6086
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6090
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6091
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6081
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6092
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Miķelis Auģis Collection:

COlleCtiOns

JewelrY
From time immemorial,  

people have enhanced their 
looks not only with clothing 

but also with carefully chosen 
jewelry. The eastern shore 

of the Baltic has always been 
famous for its exquisite silver 

and amber jewelry. 

1. split spiral-end ring, width of face 3/4”, US, #5797, $55
2. Cable weave ring, width of face 1/8”, US, #5796, $45
3. intricate weave ring, width of face 1/8”, US, # 5793, $45
4. namejs bracelet, width of braided portion 3/8”, US, #5791, $230
5. namejs ring, width of braided portion 1/4”, US, # 5792, $110
6. wavy ring, width of face 1/8”, US, # 5795, $45
7. wave Chain bracelet, width 1/4”, US, #5798, $210
8. latvian star earrings, length 1-3/8”, width 1/2”, US, # 5799, $45
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https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5797
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5796
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5793
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5792
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5791
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5791
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5791
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5795
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5799
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5798
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5798
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5798
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JewelrY

1. sunshine earrings, 
diameter 1/2”, 
LV, #5987, $38

3. small triangular earrings 
with latvian symbol, 14K gold, 
height 3/8”, width 3/8”, LV, 
#6074, $198
Made with Latvian traditional 
symbol of your choice (pictured 
“Austras koks”). 

2. small triangular Clover 
earrings, height 3/8”, 
width 3/8”, LV, #6073, 
$25

4. straight namejs 
earrings, length 
1”, width 1/4”, LV, 
#5983, $40 

9. laimes aka  
(wishing well) pendant, 
length 2”, width 3/4”, 
LV, #6075, $45

11. Criss-Cross 
pendant, length 2”, 
width 3/4”,  
LV, #6077, $55

10. Jumis  
(abundance) pendant, 
length 2”, width 3/4”, 
LV, #6076, $45

12. mēness (moon) 
pendant, length 2”, 
width 3/4”, LV, 
#6078, $55

5. auseklis (morning 
star) Charm earrings, 
length 1-3/4”, width 
1/2”, LV, #5985, $60

7. horseshoe Cross with 
Charm earrings, length 
1-3/8”, width 1/4”, 
LV, #5984, $48

6. horseshoe Cross 
earrings, length 
1-1/2”, width 5/8”, 
LV, #5982, $58

8. Ūsiņš (Vernal 
symbol) earrings, 
diameter 5/8”, 
LV, #5986, $55

13. horseshoe-
shaped pendant, 
length 3/4”, width 
5/8”, LV, #5970, $49

15. Ūsiņš (Vernal 
symbol) pendant, 
diameter 5/8”, LV, 
#5976, $39

14. Oak leaf 
pendant, diameter 
5/8”, LV, #5975, $45

16. layered Cross 
pendant, length 
1-3/8”, width 1-3/8”, 
LV, #5979, $86

https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5987
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6073
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6074
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5983
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5985
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5982
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5984
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5986
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6075
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6076
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6077
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6078
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5970
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5975
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5976
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5979
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silVer JewelrY

1. triangular ring with 
latvian symbols, width of 
face 5/8”, LV, #5992, $90 

3. lielvārde belt motif 
ring, width of face 
3/8”, LV, #5991, $58

2. Zig-Zag motif ring, 
width of face 3/8”, 
LV, #5988, $69

4. auseklis (morning star) 
seal ring, width of face 
5/8”, LV, #5993, $80

7. pendant with 3 latvian 
symbols, diameter 5/8”, LV, 
#6079, $45

9. auseklis (morning star) 
pendant, diameter 5/8”, 
LV, #5974, $38

8. sakta pendant, 
diameter 1”, 
LV, #5973, $56

10. māras Krusts (Cross 
of Crosses) pendant, 
length 1/2”, width 1/2”, 
LV, #5981, $28 

5. laimes aka (wishing 
well) ring, width of face 
3/8”, LV, #5989, $58

6. māras Krusts (Cross 
of Crosses) ring with 
Charm, width of face 3/8”, 
LV, #5990, $52

11. Diamond Cuff links 
with latvian symbols, 
height 3/4”, width 3/4”, 
LV, #5995, $125

13. riga Coat-of-arms pin, 
height 1/2”, width 3/4”, LV, 
#4637, $40

12. riga Coat-of-arms Cuff 
links, height 5/8”, width 
1”, LV, #5994, $130

14. latvia Coat-of-arms 
sterling silver bookmark, 
height 2-3/8”, LV, #5997, 
$56

JewelrY
Baltic artisans continue the 

fine traditions of the past, and 
modern Estonians, Latvians, 
and Lithuanians are proud  

to wear jewelry that is either  
a faithful reproduction of  

an actual piece or inspired by 
ethnic motifs. 

https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5992
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5988
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5991
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5993
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5989
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5990
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6079
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5973
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5974
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5981
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5995
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5994
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=4637
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5997
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1. amber wave earrings, 
length 3/4”, width 
3/8”, LT, #13140, $52

3. amber-in-silver lace 
pendant, length 1”, 
width 1/2”, LT, 
#13127, $29

2. spiral Orb amber 
pendant, length 
1-3/8”, width 1/2”, LT, 
#13124, $32 

4. amber Droplet 
earrings, length 1-1/8”, 
width 1/2”, LT,  
#13135, $35

9. amber with silver halo 
earrings, length 1-3/8”, 
width 5/8”, LT, #13137, 
$56

11. Double amber earrings, 
length 1-1/4”, width 
3/8”, LT, #13143, $24

10. amber and silver spiral 
earrings, length 1-1/4”, 
width 3/8”, LT, #13142, 
$48

12. amber eye earrings, 
length 1-3/4”, width 
5/8”, LT, #13129, $52

5. amber stud earrings, 
length 5/8”, width 
1/2”, LT, #13131, $25

7. amber button earrings, 
length 7/8”, width 
1/2”, LT, #13130, $44

6. simple amber 
pendant, diameter 5/8”, 
length 7/8”, LT, #13123, $56

8. amber earrings 
with silver Decoration, 
length 1-3/8”, width 
1/2”, LT, #13136, $45

13. Dainty Droplet amber 
earrings, length 1-3/4”, 
width 3/8”, LT,  
#13133, $30

15. two-stone amber 
earrings, length 1-1/2”, 
width 3/8”, LT, #13141, 
$35

14. Double bead amber 
earrings, length 1-1/2”, 
width 1/2”, LT, #13132, 
$45

16. triple-Drop 
amber earrings, 
length 2-1/8”, width 
5/8”, LT, #13134, $52

amber JewelrY

https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13140
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13124
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13127
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13135
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13131
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13123
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13130
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13136
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13137
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13142
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13143
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13129
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13133
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13132
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13141
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13134
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1. amber Cone 
pendant, length 1”, width 
3/8”, LT, #13121, $18

3. amber bubble 
necklace, length 17”, 
LT, #13147, $85

2. amber leaf 
pendant, length 1-3/4”, 
width 1-1/8”, LT, 
#13125, $39

4. scattered amber 
necklace, length 17”, 
LT, #13148, $65

7. Joined heart pendant, 
length 3/4”, width 5/8”, 
LT, #13126, $19

8. amber bubble bracelet, length 
7”, width 1/2”, LT, #13145, $110

5. small amber Drop 
pendant, length 1”, width 
1/2”, LT, #13120, $26 6. Four-stone amber 

earrings, length 2”, 
width 3/8”, LT, #13128, 
$60

9. amber and silver spiral 
pendant, length 1-1/8”, 
width 5/8”, LT, #13122, 
$34

11. scattered 
amber earrings, 
length 1-1/2”, width 
5/8”, LT, #13139, $64

10. scattered amber 
pendant, length 1-3/4”, 
width 3/4”, LT, #13146, $56

12. amber and silver 
bead bracelet, length 
7-1/4”, width 3/8”, 
LT, #13144, $99

amber JewelrY

amber
of all shades, from almost black 
to pearly white, is found along 

the Baltic coast and set into 
beautiful necklaces, brooches, 
rings, and pendants by master 

jewelers. 

https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13121
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13125
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13147
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13148
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13120
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13128
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13126
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13145
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13122
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13146
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13139
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13144


16.  bookmark – lielvārde sash 
Design, length 8”, width 2”, LV, 
#5870, $1.20

17.  bookmark – panorama of riga, 
length 8”, width 2”, LV, #5867, 
$1.20

18.  bookmark – skrunda beaded belt 
Design, length 8”, width 2”, LV, 
#5874, $1.20

Bookmarks are covered with matte 
laminate. On the back there is information 
about the front image in Latvian and 
English. Triangular flap at one end for 
clipping bookmark onto page.

Bookmark series “treasures of latvia” with image fragments 
from the National History Museum of Latvia exposition:

GiFts
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1.  latgale Collection Ceramic plate with latvian ornament, 
diameter approx. 15-3/4”, LV, #5695, $99

2.  latgale Collection Ceramic Candlestick, height approx. 
5”, LV, #5689, $25

3.  latgale Collection blue Ceramic Confection dish, height 
approx. 5-1/2”, diameter approx. 6-1/4”, LV, #5693, $35

4.  latgale Collection blue Ceramic bowl, height approx. 
3”, diameter approx. 5-1/2”, LV, #5692, $22

5.  latgale Collection Decorative Vase, height 
approx. 9-1/2”, diameter approx.7-1/2”, LV, #5697, $50 

Badges/Magnets and Cup coasters from the souvenir line 
“treasures of latvia” with images from the National History 
Museum of Latvia exposition. Badges are big enough to 
notice but not dominate, diameter 1-1/2”: 
6. magnet/badge Kurzeme national Costume brooch, 

LV, #5912, $2
7. magnet/badge Vidzeme plate, LV, #5907, $2
8. magnet/badge lielvārde sash Fragment, LV, #5910, $2
9. magnet/badge Kurzeme Gem brooch, LV, #5911, $2

10.  Coasters “bārta”, Latvia, set of 4, 
format 4” x 4”, LV, #5838, $5

11.  Coasters “sakta” (brooch), set of 4, 
diameter 4”, LV, #5857, $5

12.  Coasters “sprēslīca” (Distaff), Latvia, 
set of 4, diameter 4”, LV, #5854, $5

Coasters are laminated on both sides for 
durability. On the reverse there is information 
about the image in Latvian and English. 
13.  wool shawl, 100% wool, length 4-1/2 

feet, width 4-1/2”, LV, #6094, $190
14.  head-piece for unmarried women in 

Zemgale, Latvia, width 1”, LV, 
#6095, $42
15.  traditional latvian belt,  

woven belt with traditional Latvian 
designs and stylized flower  
designs from Zemgale, natural 
wool and linen, length 10”,  
width 2-1/8”, LV, #6025, $115
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https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5912
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5907
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5910
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5911
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5695
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5697
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5689
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5693
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5692
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5838
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5857
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5854
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6095
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6025
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6025
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6094
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5870
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5867
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5874


1. starainā saule 
(rayed sun) , 
length 8-5/8”, width 
8-5/8”, LV, #6096, 
$52

2. laimes aka (wishing 
well), length 7”, 
width 7”, LV,  
#6097, $40

3. Yellow and 
Orange saule 
(sun), diameter 
4-3/4”, LV, 
#6098, $35

4. large sun, 
diameter 7”, LV, 
#6100, $42

5. Green and 
blue saule 
(sun), 
diameter 
4-3/4”, LV, 
#6099, $35

GiFts
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sUn CatCher
Capture the radiance of 

summer with these colorful 
Sun Catchers in the shape 

of Latvian traditional 
ornaments.

https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6096
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6097
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6098
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6100
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6099
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GiFts FOr her1
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1. Ceramic Christmas tree, height 7-1/4”, 
LT, #12962, $10.00

2. the book of Good thoughts, leather, journal with 
244 blank pages, acid free, suitable for ink pens, 

height 6-1/2”, width 4-1/2”, EST, #31040, $55

3. Ceramic bell with snowflake, 
Total height 10”, LT, #12925, $8

4. Ceramic angel, height: 4-7/8”, LT, #12964, $10

5. Ceramic bell estonia, height 2-1/2”, 
EST, #31041, $10

6. Cell-phone Charm, sterling silver, 
diameter 1/2”, LV, #5998, $49

7. Ceramic swirl candlestick, height 4”, 
width 4-3/8”, LT, #12963, $10

8. the book of secrets, leather, journal with 156 
blank pages, acid free, suitable also for ink pens, 

height 4-1/2”, width 3”, EST, #30944, $36

9. round purse, leather, diameter 4-3/8”, LV, 
#6101, $50 

These round purses are hand-made with naturally 
tanned leather and 22K gold ornaments. Each is 

made individually to give it a unique character. They 
symbolize the sun, the whole, the core.

10. notebook, leather, height 4-3/4”, 
width 3-1/2”, LV, #6102, $57

These notebook designs are taken from nature.  
They are hand-made with naturally tanned leather  
and 22K gold imprints, including acid-free paper.

11. Ceramic bowl with sea shells, 
diameter 6”, LT, #12676, $20

12. Ceramic Cup with sea shells, height 4”, 
diameter 3”, #12674, $10

13. modern Decorative scarf, wool, cotton, 
silk, blue or brown, LV, #6103, $110

https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=12925
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31040
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31040
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=12964
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=12962
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31041
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=30944
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5998
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=12963
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6101
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6102
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=12676
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=12674
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6103
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GiFts FOr him

8. 9.  10. shot Glass, hand-painted, height 3”, diameter 1-1/2”, LT, #13156, $10
11.  Carafe, glass, hand-painted, LT, #13157, $45
12.  wrought-iron Double Candlestick with stone, height 12”, LT, #13017, $90
13.  wrought-iron Candlestick for tea lights, height 4”, LT, #13019, $22
14.  wrought-iron horseshoe, height 4-3/8”, width 4”, LT, #13021, $30
15.  embossed leather photo album, Old Tallinn motif, 

40 photo pockets, height 6”, width 4”, EST, #31043, $32
16.  leather passport protector, Old Tallinn Skyline, height 5-1/2”, width 4”, 

EST, #31042, $20
17.  round leather box tallinn, diameter 3”, EST, #31058, $32
18.  magnet tallinn, leather, height 3-3/8”, width 2-1/8”, EST, #31044, $9
19.  laimes naudiņa (lucky Coin), Amulet, sterling silver, 

diameter 3/4”, LV, #6108, $35
20.  laimes naudiņa (lucky Coin), pendant, sterling silver, 

copper, diameter 3/4”, LV, #6109, $84
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1.  tie with folk ornament, natural silk, hand-painted, 
LV, #5718, $98

2.  tie with natural symbols, natural silk, 
hand-painted, LV, #5719, $98

3.  tie in latvian national Colors, natural silk, 
hand-painted, LV, #6104, $90

4.  Golden tie, natural silk, hand-painted, LV,
#6105, $98

5.  sun-pillar tie-clip, sterling silver, length 2-1/2”, 
LV, #5996, $92

6.  auseklis and namejs pin, sterling silver, length 
1-1/8”, width 1-1/8”, LV, #6107, $64

7.  pūcessakta (stylized Owl) pendant, sterling silver, 
length 1-1/2”, width 1”, LV, #6106, $62

12

https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/category.cgi?cat=0248&title=Tie_Scarf
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5996
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6106
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6107
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13156
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13156
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13156
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13157
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13017
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13019
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13021
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31043
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31042
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31058
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31044
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6108
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6109
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Knitwear

1.   Ornate traditional latvian Gloves, 
sizes: S, M, L, hand-knit, 100% 
wool, LV, #6039, $32

2.  black Gloves with Decorated hem, 
sizes: S, M, L, hand knit, 100% 
wool, LV, #6049, $32

3.  traditional latvian mittens for man, 
sizes: L, XL, hand-knit, 100% wool, 
LV, #6047, $36

4.  tri-color traditional latvian 
mittens, sizes: S, M, L, hand-knit, 
100% wool, LV, #6042, $32

5.  traditional latvian Gloves, sizes: 
S, M, L, hand-knit, 100% wool, LV, 
#6040, $32

6.  striped latvian Gloves, sizes: S, 
M, L, hand-knit, 100% wool, LV, 
#6048, $32

7.  Diamond mittens, sizes: S, M, L, 
hand-knit, 100% wool, LV, 
#6041, $32

8.  traditional latvian morning-star 
mittens red-on-white, sizes: S, 
M, L, hand-knit, 100% wool, LV, 
#6038, $32

9.  traditional latvian mittens blue-
on-black, sizes: S, M, L, hand-knit, 
100% wool, LV, #6051, $32

Felted wool mittens with:
10.  embroidered Ornament for 

children, grey, 100% wool, EST, 
#6058, $20

11.   embroidered snowflake for 
children, grey, 100% wool, EST, 
#6059, $20

12.  embroidered Flowers, white, 
sizes: S, M, L, 100% wool, EST, 
#6063, $33

13.  embroidered  Flowers, grey, sizes: 
S, M, L, 100% wool, EST, #6060, 
$33

14.  stripes, black and grey, sizes: S, 
M, L, 100% wool, EST, #6064, 
$33 

15.  embroidered roses, black, sizes: 
S, M, L, 100% wool, EST, #6061, 
$33

16.  embroidered Designs, black, 
sizes: S, M, L, 100% wool, EST, 
#6062, $33

17.  wool sweater with Ornamental 
margin, sizes: M, L, XL, hand-knit, 
100% wool, LV, #6144, $115

18.  traditional latvian socks with long 
decorated cuffs, sizes: M, L, XL, 
hand-knit, 100% wool, LV, #6056, 
$35

19.  traditional latvian socks with cuff 
decoration, sizes: M, L, XL, hand-
knit, 100% wool, LV, #6057, $40

20.  traditional latvian socks with star 
cuffs, sizes: M, L, XL, hand-knit, 
100% wool, LV, #3059, $35

21.  traditional latvian socks with red 
Decorated Cuffs, sizes: M, L, XL, 
hand-knit, 100% wool, LV, #6052, 
$35

22.  traditional latvian socks with 
auseklis morningstar Cuffs, sizes: 
M, L, XL, hand-knit, 100% wool, 
LV, #6053, $35

23.  traditional latvian socks with star 
band Cuffs, sizes: M, L, XL, hand-
knit, 100% wool, LV, #6054, $35

24.  pulse warmers with embroidered 
red flower, sizes: S, M, L, wool, 
LV, #6110, $20

25.  estonian Grey Knit Cardigan, sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 100% wool, EST, 
#31045, $105

26.  mittens for children, hand-knit, 
100% wool, LV, #6043, $16
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When it’s frosty outside you 
can get warm and cozy with 

these handmade mittens, socks 
and sweaters. The felt mittens 
with embroidered detailing are 
very popular in Estonia but will 

help keep your hands warm 
anywhere where winter brings 
snow and cold temperatures.

https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6039
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6049
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6047
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6042
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6040
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6048
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6041
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6038
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6051
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6058
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6059
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6063
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6060
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6064
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6061
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6061
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6110
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31045
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6144
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6144
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6056
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6057
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=3059
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6052
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6053
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6054
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6043


Baltic sports fans are 
almost as famous as their 
national teams. You too 
can show your support 
by proudly wearing the 

national colors!
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spOrtswear & sOUVenirs

1.   lithuania Cap, red on black, cotton, 
one size fits all, LT, #13068, $18

2.  lithuania Cap, blue on white, 
cotton, adjustable snaps, LT, 
#13067, $18

3.  Vilnius Cap, military green, cotton, 
adjustable snaps, LT, #13074, $18

4.  lithuania “l” Cap, beige, cotton, 
adjustable snaps, LT, #13065, $18

5.  lithuania “l” Cap, black, cotton, 
adjustable snaps, LT, #13064, $18
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6.  lielvārde sash motif t-shirt for 
women, 100% cotton, sizes 
S-M-L, LV, #6117, $20

7.  lielvārde sash motif t-shirt for 
men, 100% cotton, sizes S-M-L-
XL, LV, #6118, $20

8.  burbuļsakta (bubble  
brooch) t-shirt, 
100% cotton,  
sizes, S-M-L, LV,  
#6111, $20

9.  Cotton bag  
burbuļsakta  
(bubble brooch), 
100% cotton,  
length 17”, width 15”,  
LV, #6119, $9 

10.  latvian hockey Fan Jersey 
2009/2010 edition, 
maroon, sizes: M-L-XL, LV, 
#5803, $65

11.  latvian hockey Fan Jersey 
2009/2010 edition, white, 
sizes: M-L-XL, LV,  
#5814, $65

12.  lithuania national 
Football team 
soccer Jersey, 100% 
polyester, sizes 
S-M-L-XL-XXL, LT, 
#11362, $55

13. lithuanian 
soccer Jersey, 100% 
polyester, sizes XS-
S-M-L/XL-XXL, LT, 
#11645, $80

14. lithuania Friends 
Forever t-shirt, 100% 
cotton, sizes S-M-L-

XL-XXL, LV,
  #12913, $20

15. made in america with 
estonian parts, Youth T-shirt, 
sizes: XS, S, M,  
100% pre-shrunk cotton,
Latvian and Lithuanian  
versions also available, 
US, #7540, $15

16. Cotton bag estonia, 
length 17”, width 15”, EST, 
#30945, $10

11

https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13068
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13067
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13074
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13065
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13064
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6117
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6118
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6111
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6119
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=11362
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=11645
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=12913
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=7540
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5803
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5803
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=30945
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Christmas treats

1.  rīgas maisījums, Hard 
Candy, 17.6 oz, LV, 
#5941, $7

 

5.  white Chocolate with rice Crisp 
and blueberry, 7 oz, 
EST, #31048, $8

6.  milk Chocolate with hazelnuts,  
7 oz, EST, #30822, $8 

4.  tiina, rum Flavoured 
Jelly Candy, 6.1 oz, EST, 
#31046, $5

8.  assorted sweets lietuva, 
5.6 oz, LT, #12540, $15

7.  Gintaro Kelias (amber road), 
Finest chocolate and caramel 
selection, 14.2 oz, LT, #12053, 
$35 

2.  truffle selection romance Dark,  
Cherry Truffle, 5.6 oz, LV, #6115, $8

3.  truffle selection romance light, Eggnog 
Truffle, 5.6 oz, LV, #6116, $8

9. Genuine latvian 100% 
sourdough rye bread, 
Regular Size Loaf,  
Net weight approx.  
5 pounds, LV,  
#2052, $24

not pictured: Carrot bread, net weight approx. 4.4 lbs., LV, #2507, $24
ingredients: rye flour, leaven, rye malt, sugar, caraway seeds, salt. No 
preservatives or additives are used. Genuine Latvian Dark Rye Bread  
(“Īsta rupjmaize”) is produced by the “Lāči” bakery in Latvia. For regular 
customers at balticshop.com, a Bread Plan is also available at discounted prices.

10. Genuine latvian 100% Dark rye bread,
Regular Size Loaf, Net weight approx. 4.4 
pounds (2 kg), #2054, $24 
Traditional Size Loaf (Great for feasts!),  
Net weight approx. 17.5 pounds, LV, 
#2053, $85 

11.  light Fruit bread, Net weight 
approx. 6.4 pounds, LV, 
#2506, $42

the bread is also available packaged 
in other sizes.   
please check our 
online store for  
a complete 
selection.

https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5941
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6115
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6116
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31046
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31048
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=30822
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=12053
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=12540
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=2052
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=2054
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=2053
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=2507
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=2506
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/category.cgi?cat=0801&title=Genuine_Latvian_Rye_Bread


1.  lācītis Ķepainītis (the little bear), 
chocolate wafer torte, 10.1 oz, LV, 
#6114, $12 

2.  lācītis chocolates (the little bear), 
with chocolate wafer filling  
6.25 oz, #2456, $5

3.  honey from meadow Flowers, 17.6 
oz, LV, #31049, $9

4.  honey with hazelnuts, 10.5 oz, LV, 
#31052, $9

5.  honey from Forest Flowers, 17.6 oz, 
LV, #31050, $9

6.  honey pollen, 5.9 oz, LV, #31051, $8
7.  marmelade Candy assortment 

from natural berries, 
8.8 oz, LV, #31053, $4

8.  Gotiņa (little Cow) assorted milk 
toffee candies, 17.6 oz, LV,  
#5749, $10

9.  Gotiņa (little Cow) milk toffee 
candies in a decorative keepsake 
tin, 12.5 oz, LV, #5373, $9

10.  holiday angel Fruitcake, 8.8 oz, 
LV, #6136, $8

11.  Gingerbread lucky Coin, 1.2 oz, 
LV, #6137, $4

12.  Christmas Gingerbread Cookies, 
7.4 oz, LV, #6135, $7

13.  Gingerbread house Kit, 3 lbs, 
LV, #6138, $16

19

Christmas treats

These foods from the shores of 
the Baltic will make excellent 

Christmas treats.
Our honey captures the sweet 

and fragrant essence of  
the Baltic flowers from which it 

was derived. The pollen is  
a time-tested traditional remedy 

and immunity booster.

Great present 

from latvia!
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14.  Gourmet Gift basket, 
LV, #5481, $110

note: please check 
on-line or call for 
the complete list of 
contents, as there is 
simply too much  
to list here.
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https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6114
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=2456
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31049
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31052
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31050
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31051
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5749
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1. traditional latvian socks with 
cuff decoration, sizes: M, L, 
XL, hand knit, 100% wool, LV, 
#6139, $40
2. souvenir mittens, wool, height 
1-1/2”, width 2”, LV, #6140, $6
3. pine Cone Candlestick, LV, 
#6141, $6
4. pillowcase, wool, length 24”, 
width 24”, LV, #6142, $36
5. Cone-shaped Decoration, 
straw, length 4”, LT, #658, $5
6. teddy bear, wool, 
embroidered, length 16”, width 
6”, EST, #30934, $85
7. letter blocks, wood, hand-
painted, age 2-3 years, LV, 
#6142, $26
8. Cone-shaped Decoration, 
straw, length 4”, LT, #656, $5
9. Fingerpuppets, angel or 
traditional estonian Doll, felt, 
length 3”, EST, #31039, $9
10. trivia Game latvija, Junior, 
Ages 8+, Junior, LV, #6066, 
$20
11. board Game Cirks (snakes-
and-ladders), Ages 4+, lV, 
#3721, $14
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12. Kauneid jõule…, 
Karavan, 21 songs, 
EST, #30885, $27

1.   Guardian angel (small) 
sun Catcher, blue or 
yellow, 4-3/4” x 4”, LV, 
#5686, $20

2.  Guardian angel sun 
Catcher, blue, yellow 
or red, 5-1/2” x 4-3/8”, 
LV, #5687, $24

3.  ear Flap hat Cross of 
Crosses, wool, LV, 
#6128, $22 

4.  sweater white on blue, 
wool, sizes: 32”-36”-
40”-44”-46”-48”, LV, 
#6130, $55

5.  ear Flap hat morning 
star, wool, EST, 
#31059, $28 

6.  sweater white on red, 
wool, sizes: 32”-36”-
40”-44”-46”-48”, EST, 
#31060, $65

7.  tri-color traditional 
estonian mittens, sizes 
S-M-L-XL, hand knit, 
100% wool, EST,  
#31061, $36

mugs with traditional  
estonian patterns:
8. blue on white, porcelain, 
height 4”, diameter 1-1/2”, EST, 
#31054, $16 
9. stripes, porcelain, height 4”, 
diameter 1-1/2”, EST, #31056, 
$16 
10. mug with View of tallinn, 
height 4”, diameter 1-1/2”, EST, 
#31057, $16 
11. mug with traditional 
estonian Ornaments, porcelain, 
height 4”, diameter 1-1/2”, EST, 
#31055, $16 

13. Džiaugsmingu sv. 
Kalėdu, Judita Leitaitė 
(mezzo soprano),  
12 Christmas songs, 
LT, #12951, $20

14. Vislabākā latviešu 
Ziemassvētku izlase, 
20 songs,  
#5812, $16

15. Ziemasskaņas, 
linda leen, 
12 songs,  
#5922, $18

16. Ziemassvētki ar 
bellacord electro, 
19 songs,  
#2112, $14

Knitwear
As elsewhere in the northern lands, Estonia 
has its share of skillful knitters. Warm and 

comfortable, these handmade Estonian 
knits made of pure wool and adorned with 
traditional ornaments never feel heavy and  

let your skin breathe.
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1. Pasaku 
kalendārs 2011, 
Latvian fairy- 
tale calendar 
for children, 
name’s days 
included,  
12” x 9”, 
#623, $12
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cD & DVD lV

13. saldajam miedziņam, 
13 lullabies, #5919, $16

12. Reiz sensenos laikos... 
by H.C.Andersen, audiobook,  
4 fairy-tales, #5862, $16

11. Dziesmas gada garumā, 
children’s pop music 
group “Ki-kī”, 17 songs, 
#5860, $14

14. Pintiķu ciems, 
Margarita Stāraste, 
MP3, #5928, $16

9. brīnumpasaka 
Reiz bija..., in 
Latvian, DVD PAL 
(European) format, 
#5956, $20 

10. animation shorts 
for children, in 
Latvian, DVD PAL 
(European) format, 
#5781, $19

2. latvijas 1.klases 
skolēna pase, 
paperback, 32 p.,  
5-1/2” x 4-1/2”, 
#5944, $5
Passport for a 
firstgrader helps them 
understand Latvian 
history, culture, 
symbols, traditions, 
and leaves room for 
personal information 
about the student, 
their school, teacher 
and classmates.

4. Krāsainais 
alfabēts, 
J.Osmanis, 
M.Stāraste, 
paperback, 
24 p.,  
11-5/8” 
x 8-1/4”, 
#5949, $6
Coloring book 
for learning 
letters.

6. Pasaka par 
Diegabiksi, 
Ž.Grīva, 
hardcover,  
424 p., 9” x 7”, 
#5951, $12
A story about the 
turtle Diegabiksis. 
He travels the 
world looking for 
happiness, but in 
the end finds it 
back home.

3. matīss meklē 
latviju, 40 p., 
12” x 9”, hardcover, 
#5829, $14
If you are interested 
in the history of the 
Latvian people and 
their country, come 
along on a journey 
back in time with 
your friend Matīss!

7. Domā un dari! 4-5 gadi, 
atšķirības, salīdzināšana, 
sakarības, paperback, 24 p., 
8-5/8” x 8-1/4”, #5948, $5
Differences, comparisons, 
connections. These exercises 
are fun mind games for 4-5 
year-olds. The last page 
of the workbook provides 
answers where the child can 
test their own work.

8. Domā un dari! 6-7 gadi, 
salīdzināšana, labirinti, sakarības, 
paperback,  
24 p., 8-5/8” x 8-1/4”, #5947, $5
Comparisons, mazes, connections. 
These mind games are fun for  
a 6-7 year-old. Using colored 
pencils or markers they will test 
their creativity and logical thinking!

5. Uz skolu! 
paperback, 
24 p., 10” x 8”, 
#5946, $7
Playful Latvian 
children’s poems. 
Easy to learn 
favorites with 
appealing drawings 
and exercises will 
bring the reader 
excitement and 
glee.

mP3
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14. baltos pasakos, 
N.Indriūnaitė, five 
fairy-tales, plus bonus 
DVD of play “Mergyte 
ir degtukai”, 146 p., 
hardcover, 9-1/2” x 9”, 
#13060, $38
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4. Populiariausios pasaulio pasakos 
lietuviškai ir angliškai, the most 
popular fairy-tales of the world in 
Lithuanian and English, hardcover, 
103 p., 12” x 8-1/2”, #12906, $29

15. DVD lietuvos 
tūkstantmečio datos, 
Gustavo enciklopedija, 
history of Lithuania, in 
Lithuanian, DVD PAL 
(European) format, 
#12910, $22

1. atsiskyrėlis 
antanėlis, K.Binkis, 
poetry, hardcover, 
23 p., 11-1/2” x 8”, 
#13010, $16

2. ledynmetis. 
Dinozaurų eros 
pradžia, 63 p., 
hardcover, 11” x 9”, 
#13081, $14

11. baltas gulbių sostas, J.Degutytė, illustrated fairy-tales, 
hardcover, 95 p., 11” x 8-1/2”, #13063, $27

3. Greitoji pagalba, 
J.Marcinkevičius, 
poem, 20 p., 
hardcover, 11-1/2” x 
8-1/2”, #13084, $15

8. Velniškai karštos 
atostogos, G.Morkūnas, 
119 p., 9” x 7-1/2”, 
#13103, $27

5. Volungė, J.Danilavičius, 
reading primer book 
for children., 151 p., 
paperback, 11” x 8-1/2”, 
#13099, $32

6. Zylutė, J.Danilavičius, 
reading primer for four-
year-old children, 102 p., 
paperback, 11” x 8-1/2”, 
#13100, $27

7. Genelis, J.Danilavičius, 
primer reading book for 
five-year-old children, 
102 p., paperback, 1 
1” x 8-1/2”, #13101, $26

DVD

Baltas gulbių sostas 
(in Lithuanian) by Janina 
Degutytė is touching, beautiful, 
and interesting.  
For children and their parents!

12. aš - lietuvis, 
S.Paltanavičius, 69 p., 
hardcover, 8-1/2” x 8-1/2”, 
#13008, $18
S. Paltanavičius writes about 
Lithuanian history, culture, 
nature and literature in a way 
that is interesting for children.

13. Paveikslėliai raidės 
žodžiai, Pictures leters 
words, 6” x 6”, LT, 
#13104, $15
56 cards of upper case 
letters with pictures on 
them.

10. Radinių namelis, 
V.Žilinskaitė, Lithuanian 
fairy-tales, 202 p., 10-
1/2” x 9”, #13097, $28

9. Jums, maži ir 
didesni, V.S.Glebuvienė, 
A.Mazolevskienė, poems, 
266 p., 11-1/2” x 8”, 
#13095, $44
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1. miriam ja Kalad. 
Miriam and Fish, 
#30998, $7

2. miriam ja 
loomad. Miriam 
and Animals, 
#30999, $7

3. miriam ja 
linnud. Miriam 
and Birds, 
#31000, $7

4. miriam Ja 
Putukad. Miriam 
and Bugs, 
#31001, $7

5. miriam Ja 
lilled. Miriam and 
Flowers,  
#31002, $7

6. miriam Ja Puud. 
Miriam and Trees, 
#31003, $7

caRDboaRD booKs, 6” x 6”
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16. Jõulutäht, J.Aitaja, 
155 p., 9-1/2” x 6-1/2”, 
paperback,  
#31016, $21
The good and evil 
around us. Ten plays 
for younger and older 
kids.

7. limpa Ja 
mereröövlid 
Värviraamat, 
coloring book, 32 p., 
9” x 8”, paperback,  
#31018, $6

8. Õpi, Värvi Ja mängi 
minu eesti, coloring 
book, 11-1/2” x 8”, 
paperback,  
#31019, $3

12. mina, Kana, lehm 
ja Kratt, A.Vallik, 
poem, 83 p., 10” 
x 7”, hardcover, 
#30997, $20

9. tere, tere, lambatall!, 
E.Niit, 27 p., 7” x 6-1/2”, 
hardcover, #31012, $10
A book of warmhearted 
poems.

13. niidujõe 
Kuningriik, K.Kuldjärv, 
fairy-tale, 18 p., 11” 
x 8”, paperback, 
#31006, $6 

10. Pliiatsilugu, E.Raud, 
40 p., 7” x 6-1/2”, 
hardcover, #31020, $10

14. Paevaseiskaja. 
Louna-Eesti 
Muinasjutud, K.Ehin, 
South-Estonian Fairy 
Tales, 212 p., 9” x 7”, 
paperback, #31007, 
$32

11. sämblik, H.Mänd, 
67 p., 9” x 6-1/2”, 
hardcover, #31010, $12
Exciting story about a 
little boy’s adventures.

15. hiigelsoojad 
Pilvelambad + 
cD, Lastelaulud 
fonogrammidega, 
25 p., 9” x 6-1/2”, 
paperback, #31015, 
$23 cD est

17. Uinu, mu kallis: 
kaunimad unelaulud, 
12 children’s songs, 
#31027, $12

18. Jõuluvõlu, tõnu 
Raadik, 12 Christmas 
songs, children’s 
choir, #31028, $18

19. lastelaulud, 
Midagi head,  
34 songs, #31031, 
$22

21. Präänik Väänik, 
pop, double CD, 
22 songs, #31036, 
$20

20. eesti Vanad 
lastelaulud 4, 
20 songs, #31033, 
$16
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anna-liisa 
Kokaraamat, L.Virkus, 
A.L.Virkus, 151 p., 8” 
x 6-1/2”, hardcover, 
#30963, $22
This cookbook 
presents an array of 
recipes - from simple 
after-school snacks 
to more complicated 
dinner party meals. 
Complimented 
by humorous 
photographs.

1.   lotte olümpiaraamat, e.heiki, 
P.Janno, hardcover, 
79 p., 9” x 6”, EST, #30904, 
$22 

2.  lotte Reis lõunamaale. audio-
book, 3 cD, in Estonian, 2 h 28 
min, EST, #30913, $32

3.  leiutajateküla lotte. nuputa 
Ja Värvi, coloring book, paper-
back, 32 p., 11-1/2” x 8”, EST, 
#30915, $6

4.  Priit Pajusaar, leelo tungal, 
Detektiiv lotte, 11 songs, EST, 
#30862, $25

5.  lotte, height 17”, EST, 
#30940, $55

6.  lote no izgudrotāju ciema DVD 
- PAL format, LV, #5782, $22
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Meet Lotte, the doggie with 
the big heart, lots of spirit, and a very 

inventive mind – she has been a 
favorite with Baltic children for several 
years now. BalticShop is gladly giving 
in to Lotte-mania, offering a DVD, a 
book, and the lovable Lotte herself! 

Risti-Rästi 
läbi eestimaa, 
134 p., 9” x 
8”, hardcover, 
#30993, $24
A book for children 
to take a closer 
look at Estonia.
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7.  Frog, hand-painted, acrylic 
on glass, height 4", width 
5", LT, #12622, $9

8.  Girl and boy, acrylic on 
glass, height 4", width 5",  
LT, #12621, $9

9.  motley Fish,  
hand-painted, acrylic on 
glass, height 4", width 5",  
LT, #12620, $9 10.  linen Doll with traditional 

latvian designs, wool, linen, 
height 6”, LV, #6145, $18

11.   horse, linen, wool, height 10”,  
LV, #6146, $40

12.  linen Doll with traditional 
latvian designs, wool, linen, 
height 9”, LV, #6147, $65
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4. selemonas 
Paltanavičius, lietuva 
101 gamtos stebuklas, 
Z.Gudžinskas, 360 p., 
hardcover, 12-1/2” x 10-
1/2”, #13105, $112
Highest hills, deepest 
valleys, longest rivers, 
amazing lakes, legendary 
springs, praised stones 
and trees, uncanny forests, 
animals and plants, more 
then 700 photos and  
90 maps.

3. Vėjas mano akys, 
S.Parulskis, 235 p., 
hardcover, 8” x 6”, 
#13092, $24 
Sigitas Parulskis is one of 
the most productive and 
creative current Lithuanian 
writers, constantly looking 
for new techniques and 
themes.

2. Vilnius. A Guide to 
Its Names and People, 
T.Venclova,in English 
and Lithuanian, 349 p., 
paperback, 9” x 6-1/2”, 
#12928, $40
This book is an extension 
of the author’s first popular 
book “Vilnius. City Guide”. 
It is about famous people 
who left their mark on the 
history of the city. The 
book’s nine chapters present 

little-known information and lively details in 
biographies of 576 people who were connected 
to Vilnius.

1. of Gods & holidays: 
the baltic heritage, 
in English, 214 p., 
paperback, 8-1/2” x 
5-1/2”, #10082, $19
This book presents a 
collection of articles, which 
outline the structure of the 
Baltic religious systems, 
and describes the holidays 
that grew out of the pre-
Christian religions. In the 
Baltic lands the ancient 

religions have not vanished entirely, but have 
re-appeared in interesting forms, asserting 
their influence.
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12. Šiąnakt aš 
miegosiu prie sienos, 
G.Radvilaviciute,  
227 p., paperback, 
8-1/2” x 6”,  
#13032, $28

5. iš tėvelio kiemo 
iš motulės skrynių, 
Lietuvių liaudies 
menas, 159 p., 
hardcover, 11” x 
8-1/2”, #13050, 
$30
Photo album of 
Lithuanian folk art 
in the XVIII - XX 
centuries.

8. silva Rerum, 
K.Sabaliauskaitė, 
286 p., paperback, 
9” x 5-1/2”, 
#13031, $38

7. tikroji Daktarų 
istorija, D.Dargis, 327 
p., hardcover, 10” x 
7-1/2”, #13080, $24
True story of the 
Daktarai family and  
the Lithuanian mafija.

10. staigmenos ir 
kiti žinomi dalykai, 
A.Čekuolis, 259 p., 
hardcover, 8” x 
6”, #13091, $24

6. Dialogai su savimi, 
G.Dauguvietytė, 213 
p., hardcover, 9” x 6”, 
#13083, $26
The third book by famous 
Lithuanian film-maker 
Galina Dauguvietyte.

13. tremtinės onos 
istorija, R.Bernotienė, 
89 p., hardcover,  
10” x 5-1/2”, 
#13078, $13
Story of deportee Ona.

11. Rudens 
ir pavasario 
pasikalbėjimas, 
M.Zingeris, 326 p., 
hardcover, 9-1/2” x 
6”, #12999, $26

9. Ramybės nerimas, 
D.Kazragytė, 292 p., 
hardcover, 9” x 6”, 
#13082, $25

What better way to 
spend  a leisurely fall or 
winter afternoon than 
lighting a fire, putting 

on some pleasant music 
and settling down with 

a good book?  
BalticShop has some 

excellent choices for you.

https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=10082
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=12928
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13050
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13092
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13105
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13083
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13080
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13031
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13082
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13091
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=12999
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13032
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13078


14. arvydo 
baryso, 
trakų 
istorijos 
muziejus 
(trakai 
history 
museum), 
62 min, in 
Lithuanian, 
subtitles 
in English, 
#12266, $28

The Island Castle in Trakai was 
built during the 14th century 
and is an important defensive 
architectural and historical 
monument. 

16. arvydo 
baryso, tarp 
aštuonių Vėjų 
(Amidst Eight 
Winds), surviving 
cultural vestiges 
of an extinct 
Baltic tribe, 
in Lithuanian, 
subtitles in 
English, German, 
French, Italian, 
#12045, $28

Witness the last links to an extinct Baltic tribe. Only three 
brothers, living in Sweden, still speak the poetic Curonian 
language of their long-forgotten fishing community that 
once thrived amidst eight winds blowing in and around the 
Curonian Spit (Kursiu Nerija). Behold the beauty of ancient 
mysterious symbols on boats and other unique carvings.
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lithUanian cD & DVD

1. Ratilio, Vilniaus universiteto 
folkloro ansamblis (The folk 
ensemble of Vilnius University), 
Lietuvių tradicinė mūzika 
(Lithuanian traditional music), 
folk, #10489, $37

2. Vilniaus mokytojų 
namų liaudiškos muzikos 
ansamblis Kankleliai Giedu 
dainelę, 36 folk songs, 
#10609, $24

3. lietuva, The state 
folk song and dance 
company of Lithuania,  
23 folk songs, #10844, 
$25

4. Jurga, +37° (Goal 
of Science), pop, 12 
songs, #12875, $22

5. Judita leitaite, toų, 
mano angele. For You, 
my angel, double CD 
and book with lyrics and 
photos, LT, #12947, $40

7. Jonis, Dievulio 
žirniai, schlager, 15 
songs, #12988, $16

8. G&G sindikatas, 
tavo sielos vagiz, pop, 
12 songs, #12996, $18

9. Gytis Paškevičius, 
auksinė kolekcija, pop, 
18 songs, #13075, $22

10. YVa, Geriausių 
dainų albumas, pop, 22 
songs, #13076, $18

11. mantas, „ ... ”, pop, 
10 songs, #13113, $16

12. andrius mamontovas, 
saldi. Juoda. naktis, pop, 
12 songs, #13114, $20

13. Poliarizuoti stiklai, 
stasė, pop/rock, 12 
songs, #13116, $18

15. arvydo 
baryso, 
Kuršių 
nerija. 
thomas 
mannas. 
mano 
vasarnamis, 
in 
Lithuanian, 
#12993, $28
 

 
In this film you can see views 
of today’s Kuršių Nerija. Film is 
inspired by Thomas Mann and 
his summerhouse which was 
built in Nida in 1930-1932.

DVD

DVD
DVD, Pal (european) format

https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=10489
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=10844
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=10609
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=12988
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=12947
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=12875
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13075
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=12996
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13076
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13113
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13114
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=13116
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=12045
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=12993
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=12266
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1. Kihnu virve. nagu 
linnukene oksal, T.Laanem, 
222 p., 10” x 7”, 
hardcover, #30952, $27
This book is about singer 
Virve Kosterist and other 
Estonian musicians; includes 
many photos.

2. Katõsa näutõmängu. 
Kaheksa näitemängu, 
R.Pähn, plays, 370 p., 
8” x 6”, paperback, 
#31017, $23

3. my estonia, Part I, 
J.Petrone, in English, 
368p., 7-1/2” x 5”, 
paperback, #30961, $25
Passport forgery, meat jelly 
eaters and other stories.

4. minu ameerika 2.  
Ülestähendusi 
Unelmatemaalt 2003-
2007, E.Petrone, 
287 p., 7-1/2” x 
5”paperback, #30962, 
$24

7. eesti tikand. 280 
Rahvuslikku Mustrit. 
Embroidery, 88 p., 
10” x 7”, paperback, 
#30994, $35

8. lendas Väike 
lepatriinu, E.Aksli, 247 
p., 9” x 6”, hardcover, 
#30996, $23

5. mister Fred, U.Ott, 
275 p., 9” x 8”, 
hardcover, #31004, $34
Urma Ott interviews Fred 
Jussit.

6. Riigipiir, V.Lepassalu, 
256 p., 8” x 6”, 
paperback, #31008, $23
Gripping story about exile.

9. muhu tikand, L.Kirst, 
192 p., 12” x 8-1/2”, 
hardcover, #31005, $34
Embroidery of the Muhu 
region – explanations 
and suggestions.

10. Kihnu Roosi 
Käsitöökogu, 
K.Summatavet, 319 p., 
10” x 8-1/2”, hardcover, 
#31037, $32
Estonian trade and 
culture.

11. eesti Üliõpilaste 
seltsi album xix, 
paperback, 141 p., 
8-1/2” x 6”,  
#30899, $36

12. xxi taliolümpiamängud 
Vancouver 2010, 300 p., 
9-1/2” x 6-1/2”, hardcover, 
#31013, $24
Estonian sports journalists 
outline Estonian athletes’ 
achievements and statistics 
at the 2010 Olympic Games 
in Vancouver.

https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=30952
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31017
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=30961
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=30962
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31004
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31008
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=30994
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=30996
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31005
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31037
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=30899
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31013


eesti tuletornide lugu by Kaido 
haagen. The story of Estonian 
Lighthouses, in Estonian and English, 
255 p., 9” x 8-1/2”, hardcover,  
#30995, $34

Photographer 
Haido Haagen 
captures 
everything 
around  
the sea.
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1. singer Vinger. Eesti 
Kullafond. Estonian Golden 
Collection, 43 songs, set of 
2 CD&DVD, #30216, $29

2. mahavok, Eesti Kullafond, 
Estonian Golden Collection, 
double CD, 32 songs, 
#31021, $22

3. noorkuu, 
lapsepõlve laulud, 
pop, 9 songs, 
#31022, $22

4. lenna, lenna, pop, 
10 songs, #31023, 
$22

5. ott lepland, pop, 
12 songs, #31024, $20

6. Koit toome, 
Kaugele siit, pop, 
13 songs, #31025, $20

7. aare Urm, Pilk, pop, 
15 songs, #31026, $18

8. ines, Kas Kuuled 
mind, pop, 10 songs, 
#31029, $20

9. sõnajalg, taevane 
roos, pop, 12 songs, 
#31030, $12

10. terje terasmaa, 
hõbehelid. Silvery Sounds, 
Hõbehelid, Vibraphone, 
instrumental, 18 songs, 
#31032, $20

11. Pantokraator, 
tormidesööjad, pop, 
10 songs, #3104, $22

12. Kihnu Virve, mere 
pidu, Songs of the Sea, 
46 songs, CD&DVD, 
#31035, $30 

talve Värvid, A.Kaasik, 64 p., 
6-1/2” x 6”, hardcover,  
#31011, $18
Photoalbum of beautiful 
Estonian winter scenery.

möödunud aegade Rajad. eesti 
Vabaöhumuuseumis. Paths of Bygone 
Times. Estonian Open Air Museum, 
photoalbum, in English and Estonian, 
118 p., 8” x 9”, hardcover, #30967, $36

https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=30216
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31021
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31022
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31023
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31024
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31025
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31026
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31029
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31030
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31032
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31034
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31035
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=31011
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=30995
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=30967


8. Riga toP 10, travel guide, 
in Latvian and English, 111 p., 
8-1/2” x 5”, paperback, #5876, $20
Riga Top 10 is an informative 
edition for tourists and others 
interested in the most beautiful 
places of Riga and its surroundings, 
as well as the best hotels and 
festivities taking place in Riga. The 
edition is useful to travelers going 
to Riga and its surroundings and 
will help them to understand what 

to avoid during their stay. The useful phrases in 
Latvian will also be of great help.

6. Džūkstes teikas un 
nostāsti. novadu folklora. 
Regional folklore – stories 
from Dzukste,  paperback, 
576 p., 7-7/8” x 5-3/4”, 
#5952, $18
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5. the baltic Psaltery and Playing 
traditions in latvia, V.Muktupavels, 
in Latvian and English, 117 p., 
paperback, spiral-bound, #5804, $30
The book is in Latvian with a full 
English translation and includes 
some historical background and 
research on the development of 
this ancient instrument, as well as a 
guide to learn to play the KOKLE 
with diagrams, tunings, practical 

exercises, and scores for Latvian songs and dances that 
can be played on the kokle. Includes a CD with tunings 
and audio-exercises for listening and playing along. 
Meant for instruments in the key of C, although with 
some transposition the materials can also be applied to 
those kokles in the key of E commonly made outside  
of Latvia.

2. Kārlis Ulmanis, E.Virza, 232 p., 8” 
x 5-1/2”, hardcover, #5820, $20
A critically acclaimed book by  
a Latvian literary classic that offers 
the reader not only the biography 
of a well-known Latvian politician 
and leader, but also opens a door 
onto the mindset and values of a 
certain part of Latvian society in 
the 1930s.

7. Gadatirgi latvijā. 
Kurzeme, D.Kraukle, 
117 p., 9-1/2” x 6-1/2”, 
hardcover, #5918, $18

4. savējiem, V.Vītols, 208 p., 
8-1/2” x 5-1/2”, hardcover, 
#5805, $18
Vilis Vītols was born in Latvia 
but spent most of his life in 
Venezuela. Originally meant 
for his children and family, 
this book of Vītols’ memories, 
experiences, opinions, and 
various tidbits of wisdom from 
a long and fruitful life is now 
available to a wider audience.

9. baltic travel Guide, 
S.Rusmanis, in Latvian 
and English, 120 p., 
7-1/2” x 5”, paperback, 
#5875, $19
This travel guide will 
benefit anyone who 
wishes to become 
more familiar with and 
visit the most beautiful 
places in Estonia, 
Latvia, and Lithuania.

10. latvija Vankūverā, 
Latvia at the XXI 
Olympic winter games in 
Vancouver, in Latvian and 
English, 240 p., 12” x 8”, 
hardcover, #5932, $48
A book dedicated to the 
58 Olympic athletes from 
Latvia, who represented 
their country at the XXI 
Olympic Winter Games in 
Canada in February 2010.

3. the Passport of latvia, booklet 
in english, paperback, 40 p., 
5-1/2” x 4-1/2”, LV, #5943, $6
This booklet sums up 
information about Latvia – 
the flag, national anthem and 
symbols, history, nature, culture, 
economy, beautiful towns.

1. latviešu tradicionālais 
tautastērps un tā valkāšanas 
tradīcijas, A.Jansone, 
summary in English, 63 p., 8” 
x 6”, paperback, #5800, $19
 
This book is dedicated 
to wearers of traditional 
Latvian folk costumes: the 
participants of choirs, dance 
groups, folk groups, and kokle 
groups, as well as makers of 
costumes and everyone who 

is interested in the correct making and wearing 
of the costumes. The traditional Latvian costume 
conveys centuries of folk wisdom and information. 
Contains plenty of photographs, and other 
illustrations.

https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5800
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5820
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5943
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5805
5952
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5918
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5804
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5875
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5932
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5876


6. Jānis Zābers, 
operu ārijas, opera, 
18 songs, #5957, $16
Operatic arias performed 
by prominent Latvian 
tenor Janis Zabers.
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1. anthology of latvian choral music, 
vol. I, (1873-1918) Gaismas Pils 
(Castle of Light), in English and 
Latvian, hardcover, #823, $24
2. Riga chamber choir “aVe sol”, 
castle of light, 21 songs, #395, $16

3. anthology of latvian choral 
music, vol. IX (1966-1990) 
sidrabiņa lietiņš lija (Spell of 
Silver Rain),  in English and 
Latvian, hardcover, #5424, $24
4. Riga chamber choir “aVe 
sol”, spell of silver Rain,  
17 songs, #3361, $16

7. armands Ābols, in natura, 
piano, #5960, $16
Concert recording by the 
renowned Latvian pianist including 
Mendelssohn, Grieg, Medins, Ravel,  
Liszt compositions.

8. Raimonds Pauls and liepaja symphony 
orchestra, crossroads, classical, jazz, 
13 songs, #3205, $16
This album is a crossroads – classical 
meets jazz. The Liepaja Symphony 
Orchestra together with jazz musicians 
perform Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, Chopin 
and other classical composer grand 
themes, unexpectedly integrating them 
with intimate jazz arrangements.

5. Valdis muktupāvels, Kokles, folk, 
35 songs, #5959, $21 
The first solo record by the most 
eminent Latvian ethnomusicologist 
is an ode to the kokle, a traditional 
Latvian zither-like folk instrument. 
Double CD includes original 
tracks by Valdis Muktupavels and 
authentic kokle melodies from 
various regions of Latvia.

12. Radītprieks, jaunrades kora dziesmu 
koncerts (a concert of new compositions 
for choir), #5933, #22

13. mūsdienu deju koncerts 
(modern dance concert), #5935, $22

14. Priecīgs koncerts, pūtēju orķestru 
koncerts (brass band concert), 
#5934, $22

15. mana zeme - zemīte skaistā, koru 
koncerts (choral concert), #5937, $22

16. Deja kāpj debesīs, tautas deju 
lielkoncerts (folk dance finale concert), 
#5938, $22

11.  x latvijas skolu
jaunatnes Dziesmu
un Deju svētki:

saule sēja sidrabiņu,
tautas mūzikas
koncerts (folk music
concert), #5936, 
$22

10. eight amazing  
things that latvians 
still Do, 107 min, 
in Latvian,  
subtitles in English, 
#6008, $35
This DVD introduces 
eight Latvian 
craftsmen and 
craftswomen and 
unveil the secrets of 
their trade.

9. trejādas 
saules, 54 min, in 
Latvian, subtitles 
in English, #5780, 
$22
From WWII 
refugee to 
President of 
Latvia, “Trejādas 
saules” (“Three 
Suns”) is the story 

of Vaira Vike-Freiberga’s life, which 
began and now is continuing in 
Latvia. She tells her story including 
Latvian history, emigrant culture and 
life in the diaspora. The film includes 
material from family archives as well 
as from the President’s office. 

1

2

3

4

DVD, Pal (european) Format

https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=823
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=395
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5424
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=3361
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5780
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5959
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=6008
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5957
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5960
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=3205
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/category.cgi?cat=764&title=Latvian_Television_DVD
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5936
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5933
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5935
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5934
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5937
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5938


4. latviešu akordeons  
2. Veltījums alfrēda 
Vintera simtgadei, 
schlagers, 19 songs, 
#5435, $15

1. operu ārijas dzied 
Jānis sproģis, opera, 
18 songs, #4782, $12

3. liene circene, 
Šūpuļdziesmas, 
lullabies, 24 songs, 
#5747, $16

2. tikai Rozes, Jānis 
sproģis, mazā Ģilde un 
Šlāgerkoris, schlagers, 
15 songs, #1174, $14

5. Putra, laiksne, folk, 
15 songs, #5921, $16

6. augstākā labuma 
sviests #3, folk, 
22 songs #5744, $16

7. biruta ozoliņa, 
Patina, ethnojazz, 
11 songs, #4864, $15

8. Jautra sabiedrība, 
G.Ordelovskis / 
J.Ābols, choral,  
21 songs, #5764, $16

9. trīs no Pārdaugavas, 
Piemiņas izdevums, 
3-CD set, #20091, $35

10. eduarda 
Rozenštrauha 
dziesmas, schlagers, 
18 songs, #2086, $15

11. brāļi laivinieki, 
schlagers, 24 songs, 
#2104, $14

12. alfrēda Vintera 
Jautrā kapela, 
schlagers, 20 songs, 
#2110, $15

13. Kamenes deja, 
Roja, schlagers, 
13 songs, #5810, $15

14. tautas laiks, pop, 
18 songs, #5092, $15

15. tumsa, suns, pop, 
13 songs, #5403, $16

16. Vislabākā latviešu 
mīlas dziesmu izlase, 
Un kas pažēlos reiz 
tos, kas viens otru 
nesastapa..., pop, 
18 songs, #5807, $16
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https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=4782
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=1174
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5747
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5435
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5921
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5744
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=4864
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=5764
https://www.balticshop.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?item=20091
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latVian cDs

16. noveles, Jānis 
ezeriņš, MP3, short 
stories, #5926, $16

12. igo runā mihaila 
Zoščenko stāstus, 
audiobook, 11 stories, 
#5920, $16

8. mēs jau sen to bijām 
pelnījuši, R.Pauls, 
pop, 11 songs, #5811, 
$16

13. Kukainīt, re, kā 
saule spīd, imants 
Ziedonis, audiobook, 
poetry, #5925, $16

9. musiqq, Šī ir tikai 
mūzika, pop, 
12 songs, #5939, $16 

5. Jānis Grodums un līvi, 
nezāles neiznīkst, rock, 
19 songs, #5940, $16 

1. Years and seconds, 
brainstorm, pop, 12 
songs, #5817, $20 

14. Pietuvoties 
vārdiem, Velta 
sniķere, audiobook, 
poetry, #5924, $16

10. super ballīte. latviešu 
top dziesmas un remixi, 
pop, 20 songs,  
#5846, $16 

6. eolika, Jubilejas izlase, 
pop, 19 songs, #5961, 
$16 

2. intars busulis, akts, 
jazz, double CD, 24 
songs in Latvian and 
Russian, #5958, $21 

15. Dzīves svinēšana, 
nora ikstena, MP3, 
novel, #5927, $16

11. superizlase 10, 
Jubilejas izlase, pop, 
20 songs, #5746, $16

7. normunds Rutulis, 
marmeladejas, dance 
music, 12 songs, 
#5962, $16

3. caur rozā brillēm, 
a.Ērglis / R.Pauls, 
pop, 12 songs, 
#5808, $16

4. audiobiogrāfija, ainars 
mielavs, pop, a selection 
of 16 songs recorded by 
Mielavs, #5863, $16

audiobook

audiobook
mP3
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7. nutika 
Perenaise 
Kokaraamat, 
P.Enden, L.Virkus,  
314 p., 10” x 
7”, hardcover, 
#30964, $28
Over 200 money-
saving recipes 
with appealing 
photographs.

9. lietuva. Kelių žemėlapis, 
lithuania. Road map, 101 most 
visited places, M 1: 500 000, 
LT, #12793, $10

4. Veselības zālītes. 
latvijas ēdamo 
savvaļas augu 
enciklopēdija, 
J.A.Plaudis, 
paperback, 216 p., 
7-5/8” x 5-3/4”, 
#5950, $18
Encyclopedia of 
over 150 edible 
Latvian plants, 
accompanied by 

vibrant pictures, plant descriptions 
and recipes.

14. Po truputį, 
Exercise book, 172 p., 
paperback, 11-1/2” x 
8”, #1747, $20
This exercise book will 
assist you in learning 
how to speak, read and 
write in Lithuanian.

1. latviešu tautas ēdieni, L.Dumpe, 287 p., 7” x 
6-1/2”, hardcover, #5678, $25

In this book the author has compiled 
memories about traditional Latvian 
foods, food preparation, and eating 
customs – information that has been 
collected during ethnographic expeditions 
to various corners of Latvia and is now 
housed in the ethnographic materials 
archives at the Latvian Institute of 
History and the National Museum 
of History. This book and its many 
descriptions, photos, and drawings now 
forms the most comprehensive collection 
of ethnographic materials about this 
branch of traditional Latvian  
material culture.
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ReFeRence booKs

8. Ēdieni latvijā. Cuisine in 
Latvia, L.Šelvaha , in Latvian 
and English, 224 p., 10” x 
8”, hardcover, #5777, $39

5. Graudā ir spēks, 
A.Brēmanis, 128 p., 8” x 6”, 

hardcover, #5930, $15
A useful book for those 

interested in health foods 
and a healthy lifestyle.

3. eesti Köök. Estonian 
Cuisine, in Estonian and 
English, 136 p., 9” x 9”, 
hardcover, #30960, $29

6. Väike saiaraamat, L.Virkus, 
90 p., 10” x 6-1/2”, hardcover, #30965, $25
Tips for making yeast dough, and 45 new recipes to try out 
your new skill. This is an enjoyable and practical gift.

10. noorte 
Kokaraamat, 79 
p., 8” x 6-1/2”, 
hardcover, 
spiralbound, 
#30966, $16
This illustrated 
cookbook gives 
an overview of 
modern ethnic 
Estonian cuisine.

2. Kihnu Kokaraamat, 
147 p., 9” x 8-1/2”, 
hardcover,  
#30969, $34

11. eesti Keele sõnatuletus, R.Kasik, 202 p., 8” x 62”, 
paperback, #31014, $12
An analysis of the language system and word 
construction.

13. Po truputį, 
Student`s book 
+ CD, 189 p., 
paperback, 11-1/2” 
x 8”, #1748, $25

12. Po truputį, 
teacher`s book, 
109 p., paperback, 
11-1/2” x 8”, 
#11079, $18

16. Pirštinių 
mezgimas 
virbalais, many 
different knitting 
techniques, 154 p., 
paperback, 8” x 
6”, #12995, $27

15. lithuanian 
language Picture 
Dictionary, 181 p., 
paperback, 11-1/2” 
x 8”,  
#13003, $29
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11. estonia calendar 2011, 
in Estonian, 16-1/2” x 11-1/2”, 
EST, #30426, $14

12. citys of estonia calendar 
2011, Pärnu-Tallinn-Tartu, 16-
1/2” x 11-1/2”, EST, #30425, $14

13. estonian beautiful sights 
calendar 2011, 16-1/2” x 11-1/2”, 
EST, #30427, $14
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calenDaRs & x-mas caRDs

1. lietuva 2011, calendar, 
in Lithuanian, 6” x 6”, LT, 
#13096, $10 

2. calendar metų laikai 
2011, Lithuanian scenery, 
in Lithuanian, 19” x 9”, LT, 
#13107, $9

3. calendar lietuvos 
peizažas 2011, in Lithuanian, 
19” x 9”, LT, #13108, $9

4. calendar Gamta 2011, 
in lithuanian, 19” x 9”, lt, 
#13109, $9

5. lithuanian table 
calendar 2010/2011, 16 
months with photos, in 
Lithuanian, 5” x 5-1/2”, 
LT, #13094, $6

6. Vilnius table calendar 
2010/2011, 16 months 
with photos, in 
Lithuanian, 5” x 5-1/2”, 
LT, #13110, $6

9. Riga 2011 calendar, in Latvian, 
name days included, 16-1/2” x 
11-3/8”, LV, #5953, $12

10. latvija 2011 calendar, in 
Latvian, name days included, 
16-1/2” x 11-3/8”, LV, #5954, $12

8. lithuanian costume 
from 1st to the 16th 
century, calendar 
2010-2011, 28” x 12”, 
LT, #13088, $25

latvian and estonian christmas cards, 
set of 12 with envelopes, $15:
be sure to keep cheking on-line  
for new calendars and  
christmas cards  
as they come in!

7. latvija 2011 
calendar, in Latvian, 
name days included, 
7-7/8” x 7”, LV, 
#5945, $5

#6069  #6070 #6071 #6072 #31067 #31066 #31063

#31066

#31065

#31062

#31064
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Europe: Z/S Pilslejas, Bebru pag., Kokneses novads, LV-5135, LATVIA
North America: 2842 Main St #333, Glastonbury, CT 06033-1036

CUSTOMER SERVICE:  1-800-506-2312

www.balticshop.com

To order items in this catalogue, please go to  
www.balticshop.com or call 1-800-506-2312 (North 
America). 
At the BalticShop website, you can begin shopping 
right away with the SKU numbers listed by product 
descriptions in this catalogue!
Enter the SKU number for each catalogue item you’d 
like to order into the SEARCH window. Each item you 
are looking for will open on the site, and you can start 
adding items to your shopping cart. Shipping charges  
will appear with every item you add. 
All prices as listed are subject to change. Please check 

online for prices and availability or call us at the numbers 
listed above.
To sign up for our online newsletter, send an e-mail 
to info@balticshop.com with the subject line text 
“subscribe”. 
To continue receiving our print catalogue, please send 
your mailing address to info@balticshop.com or to our 
mailing address in either the US or Latvia. Due to the 
falling US dollar and rising inflation in Eastern Europe, 
you may notice an added dollar or two to some items, 
but rest assured that BalticShop will never ever sacrifice 
the quality that our customers have come to expect.

1.   Fridge magnet lietuva, wood, 
amber, 2-1/2” x 3”, LT, #13158, $16

2.  Fridge magnet Vytis, wood, amber, 
2-1/2” x 2”, LT, #13159, $16

3.  Fridge magnet Gediminas castle,  
3” x 2-1/2”, LT, #13160, $18

4.  estonian souvenir Plate, with various 
cities and their Coat of Arms,  
natural clay, diameter 7", EST,  
#31069, $20

5.   ceramic bell estonia, natural clay, 
height 2-1/2”, EST, #31041, $10

6.  estonian Folk Girl magnet,  
hand-painted, height 3", EST,  
#30315, $8
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